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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three statements about the route preference of IS-IS are
true? (Choose three.)
A. Within each level, a path that supports optional metrics is
preferred over a path that supports only the default metric.
B. An L2 path is preferred over au L1 path.
C. Both LI and L2 routes will be installed in the routing table
at the same time.

D. The Cisco IS-IS implementation usually performs equal cost
path load balancing on up to eight paths.
E. Within each level of metric support, the path with the
lowest metric is preferred.
F. An L1 path is preferred over an L2 path.
Answer: A,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
Examine this code:
CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE insert_dept
(p_location_id NUMBER)
IS
v_dept_id NUMBER(4);
BEGIN
INSERT INTO departments
VALUES (5, 'Education', 150, p_location_id);
SELECT department_id
INTO v_dept_id
FROM employees
WHERE employee_id=99999;
END insert_dept;
/
CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE insert_location
( p_location_id NUMBER,
p_city VARCHAR2)
IS
BEGIN
INSERT INTO locations(location_id, city)
VALUES (p_location_id, p_city);
insert_dept(p_location_id);
END insert_location;
/
You just created the departments, the locations, and the
employees table. You did not insert any
rows. Next you created both procedures.
You new invoke the insert_location procedure using the
following command:
EXECUTE insert_location (19, 'San Francisco')
What is the result in thisEXECUTE command?
A. The locations table and the departments table both have one
row. The employees table is empty.
B. The departments table has one row.
The locations and the employees tables are empty.
C. The locations, departments, and employees tables are empty.
D. The location table has one row.
The departments and the employees tables are empty.
Answer: C
Explanation:
All of the tables are empty. When the following statement
executed:
SELECT department_id INTO v_dept_id FROM employees WHERE

employee_id = 9999;
An error is thrown and there is no exception section in this
procedure or the calling procedure, therefore all transactions
are rolled back.
Note: If the exception is not handled in the called procedure,
the control is transferred to the exception-handling section of
the calling procedure. If the exception is handled, all the
statements remain intact. If the exception is not handled in
the calling procedure's exception-handling section, all the
statements are rolled back, and the exception propagates to the
calling environment.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A small company's Chief Executive Officer (CEO) has asked its
Chief Security Officer (CSO) to improve
the company's security posture quickly with regard to targeted
attacks.
Which of the following should the CSO conduct FIRST?
A. Conduct an internal audit against industry best practices to
perform a qualitative analysis.
B. Purchase multiple threat feeds to ensure diversity and
implement blocks for malicious traffic
C. Deploy a UTM solution that receives frequent updates from a
trusted industry vendor.
D. Survey threat feeds from services inside the same industry.
Answer: D
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